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K p o c c o B e p O T T e o p i i H B K I I I K p p f l
cocTaBHLix 6O3OHOB (noicantHBix nap) B KBa3H-2D CH-
cTewax

flna Enann-2D CHCTGM Hpy'iou uupcxo^ OT xooncpaTimnoro xyncpoBCXoro cna-
praaHiiir K oGpaoonanino H xoiiReii«miiH HCOWUICUMI.IX cBfloannux COCTOHIIUU
(cocTannux 6ODOUOB). Iloiwioano, MTO upHMiuitix KotmciiTpaunsix HocHTtaieft
rpuT.UHecr.jLi Tui^nepaTypa cnepxnpononsnuero nepexoj;a panHaTeMnepaType
6ooo-KOUfloncanim M;;ea.Ti.uoro KBaou-2D 6000-raoa c 6OJILIUOH ^imaMn'ieCKOH
MOCCOJ'I, B TO upeiix tax npii BMCOXHX iino'i'nocTax aocHTejiea ocTacrai cnpa-

TCopHii BKEI.

B.V. Gorbar, V.M. Loktcv and S.G. Sharapov

Crossover from BCS to composite boson (local pair)
superconductivity in quasi-2D systems

The crossover from cooperative Cooper pairing to independent bound state
(composite bosons) formation and condensation in quaai-2D systems is stud-
ied. It is shown that at low carrier density the critical superconducting tem-
perature is equal to the temperature of Boae-condensatiou of ideal quasi-2D
Bose-gas with heavy dynamical mass, meanwhile at high densities the BCS
result remains valid.

(c) 199S Incrn-ryT TcopcTMTno')' $iaHKa lu. M. M. Boro;no6oBa HAH VspaTuH
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1. The problem of crossover from tho BCS theory with cooperative Cooper
pairing to formation and condensation of composite bosonB [1, 2] (sec also
the review [3]) remains of intcrcit for a long time. After the discovery of
high-temperature superconductivity (HTSC) much attention was paid to this
problem [4,5,6). For example, in [5J, using the Betho-Salpiter equation, it was
shown that in a 2D-superconduct.or real bound Htatea in r-space arc formed
n.i the chemical potential [i takc3 negative values.

For pure 2D superconductors, tho transition from the regime of local pairs
to the Cooper pairing waii studied in Rcfs. [4, 5] in the mean field (MF)
approximation. However, it is well known that this approximation for a 2D
problem is not valid for inHtance because of the following reasons:

j) at first, by virtue of the Colt'tnan-Mermin-Wajrucr-Hohenberg theorem
[7] a "super-behaviour" is not posmble for pure 2D systems [8] due to the
fluctuations of order parameter (especially of its phase) [0], Of course, any
real system is not 2D but at least quasi-2D one what was implicitly implied
in itefs. |4, 5].

u) at second, even for 3D systems the MI*1 approximation in the case of
local pairs superconductivity proves to bo wrong [6]: in fact, instead of tho
true critical temperature Tc it resultn in the value of the temperature of local
pair formation.

Taking into account the Gauss fluctuations, a d,udy of the problem of
crossover was carried out for a 3D tiyatem in R/sf. [6]. Howevor, it neces-
sary to note that the HTSCs, study of such a crossover for which is the most
actual now, are not ordinary 3D systems but quasi-2D onea because of the es-
sential (up to five orders) anisotropy of the conductivity. Therefore, from our
point of view, tho generalization of reaulta of Hef. (0] for the case of quasi-2D
systems would be of significant interest.

In the present communication we study a model-of a quasi-2T) supercon-
ductor taking into account the fluctuations of order parameter in the random
phase approximation using the Coleman-Wciaberg method of effective poten-
tial. We show that in the case of high carrier density n when /i —v ep (tp is
Fermi energy) the temperature Te is determined by the usual BCS formula
and increases with the growth of attraction between fermions. In the oppo-
site limit - the case of local pairs - Tc is determined by the formula for the
temperature of Bose-condensation of quasi-2D Bose-gas [10]. It is important
that in the latter case Te decreases with the growth of such an attraction. It
is likely that the intermediate region which lies between limiting cases above-
mentioned is most relevant to HTSCs for which the value of Te is probably
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cloiic to its maximal one.

2. The simplest model Hauiltonian for carriers (electrons or holes) in tho
system reads

H = ~
()

where a- = l,r±,r, (with rj. being a 2D vector); 0ff(x) is a fermion field in
the Shrodinger representation, a is the spin variable; m± is an effective mans
of carriera in planes (for example, CuO3 ones); m, is an effective mass in in-
direction; d is the iuterlayer distance; V is an effective local attraction inside
planes; /i and n arc determined above; one also assumes that h = ko = 1.

Lagraixgian density connected with (1) has the following standard form:

L = , - H,

Introducing an auxiliary Ilabbajd-Stratonovich field 0 = V^iJ^j and inte-
grating over the fermions, one obtains the following effective action

= -«TrLnG-
1 - ̂  f (2)

with

where / is unity matrix, r,- are the Pauli matrices. The effective potential
UMF[&I®*) which describes the system with homogeneous order parameter
in the MF approximation is determined from (2) by the following relation:

= J W, V*, V*') -

where Tun is a power series in derivatives l.
Applying the usual finite-temperature formalism [11], the equation

|ft-«-~o— 0 result in the standard gap equation

(4)

l¥ot th» cw« of » 3D (7<Um »t T m 0, UM fint t enu of tiki* MIM« ii fomad ia R«t [5].
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whcro £(k) = .<• (k) - p with e(k) = kj./2rr>j. + l/(mx(P) cos ( M ) (rcnson by
which we use 'Jf{l'\ rather than Tc will bo clarified in what follows). We would
like to emphasize that under temperatures of interest, the band width in the
r-directiott is rrC'c/""2 <K T*fF.

The cutoff of BCS typo cau not be applied to study Eq. (4) in the case of
the local pairs superconductivity. In order to eliminate the divergences in (4)
it is convenient to introduce (see Miyake in [lj a.nd [4, 5]) the energy of two
particle bound state £& = -2Wcxp(-47rd/mj.V), where W - kj.m<.r/2m.i. is
the band width in the plane 2. Then, expressing the left-hand side of Eq. (4)
through |£j,| and passing to the limit W —> oo, one can easy regularize the gap
equation.

Contrary to the usual BCS approach in which it is always assumed thar,
(i — Cf, here the value of chemical potential should be consistently defined
from the equation 8UMFfdii |«»<j-,,o= - n , which len/ia to the second, or
number, equation:

/ ^ [ ^ ] n . (5)
In such a case one needs to solve simultaneously the system of Eqs. (4), (5)
with two unknown variables - T^F and n = i.i(T*fF), respectively (in general
case of arbitrary T chemical potential /J. S n(T) f- e?).

At high concentrations n such that y. ~> TfF, equulity /x a iff indeed is
the solution of Eq. (5), where e/? = ;vnd/m± is the Fermi energy of free 2D
fermions with £(k) ~ Aa. Taking into account the regularization procedure, it
follows from (4) that T**p oi 73-" V ^ C f with 7 m 1.781. This is just v?ell
known BCS result for a 2D metal [4, Sj.

In the opposite case of small concentrations such as —ft » T^F
S the Toles of

the gap (4) and number (5) equations are reversed: the Eq. (4) determines p ,
while the Eq. (5) determines TflF. Then, from the gap equation, we obtain
that fi = - |£ij/2 - m73d~4|fiiJ~l/2. The lattar except hi the second term
corresponds to the result of R>ef. [6]. It is direcdy connected with the quaai-
2D character of the model and (despite of this verm is essentially less than
the first one) is very important in the case when the fluctuations are taken
into account. At |ej| ^> €f Eq. (4) transforms into the transcendent one:
\si\/2T^F = ln{T^F/i!>)- Herefrom, we directly obtain the abovementioned
result: for a finite energy e/-, T^F strongly grows as V increases. Thus, for

3Nol« tb&t ia the Ngioa of puunete/s considered tfiot* bound iUitf form in whit
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the cn.)« of HintOl carrier density the temperature T"f> is not connected with
the critical one Tc and in fact it corresponds the temperature of dissociation
of composite bosons J6].

3. lu order to take into account the effects of composite bosons formed in the
system, we apply the Colcuiari-Weinberg method of (.he effective action [12].
In this method the cffcciivn potential {/(*&, $•) = UMf<(q?,<t>*) + f/W(*,**)»
where U»r is t.hc "tree potential" (i.e., it is obtained in the MF approxima-
tion) and L/O is one-loop correction to it. At arbitrary T's

{ » f •
- ( -— •:- / rf'/;lr|6'(;

In

where p0 = "r(2j -I- 1)T, q0 = w'llT {j,l ~ integers), T± = (n ± IT S ) /2 ,

and G(?; 4- #) are Green functions from (3) in the frequency and momentum
representation. Expression (6) can be useful for the study the dependence
of energy gap | $ | on the temperature. In what follows, we restrict ourselves
by the case of critical line 0 = $* = 0 only and investigate the effect of the
fluctuations on Tc. In this case one obtains

= * ' = 0) = -

where

Further we have to remove the divergences from (7) applying the same pro-
cedure of regularization as in case of the gap Eq. (4).

According to [2], we introduce the phase 6(u>, q) = - arg D~l{w+»0, q} and
take into consideration the contribution of fluctuations through the number
equation (5)

- \J &£**
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whcrc rjjj(w) = [exp (w/T) — I]"1 is the BOKC disl.ribul.ion function.
4. Consider the influence of boson contribution »i/j(/i,!Tc) en the behaviour

of the system as the carrier density changes. Then via should consistently
solve the system of Eqa. (4) and (8). At high enough carrier density such a
contribution, nu(i.i,Tc) in (8), is small, and we obtain that Te =s T*iF. It is
worth to note the following: in more consistent sch':me wo should take into
consideration the correction dU^/O'l^ in the gap equation (4), and conse-
quently the fluctuations would modify it. Hov/cvor, becauBO of the conditions
ji — ep » Tc and rn~ld~* <C Tc, one can easily s«o lhat this correction changes
Tc rather weakly [13]. It follows, from the BC3 expression obtained in this
limit for T^F (it coincides with the expression obtained in llcf. (5) for a pure
2D superconductor due to the b:md narrowness in the fc,-direction) that Te

increases with the growth of couple constant V.
At small concentrations, such ihat \i*\/Te 2> 1 the contribution of bosons,

contrary to the previous case, is dominant and (rerniud that in this b'niiting
case ii is negative) WG have from (S) that

i.e. -nil fermions are bounded between themselves. It is easy to sec that
the boson (these bound stated) effective mags for its motion in the piano
retains the value 2mj.. As to the motion between the planes the effective
mass increases considerably: 2]£j|tnJ<i'(> m,). It is worth to stress that
this increasing ha3 the dynamical character what is simpiy testified by the
presence of |ei,|. Physically, it. is euaured by the one-particle character (see
Eq. (1)) of the interplane tunneling. Coiu;;queutly, it is connected for a pair,
with its virtual breakup, for which the energy loss is of the order |cj|.

Now, using the formula for temperature of Bosc condensation of ideal quasi-
2D Bose-gas [10], it is easy to write down an equation for determining Tc,
which in the case under consideration takes the form

T
 r^i = if! (1O\
c~2roxln(2r|b-6Kd«) 2ln(2T.|e»|ro2d») V '

The last equation describes tho characteristic properties of a quasi-2D super-
conductor with small carrier density: «) at first, as tho critical temperature
Tc ~ (F> or (see above) Te ~ n, just aa it should be in 2D case (remind that in a
3D one Te *> v?/3 [6]); ii) secondly, contrary to th6 case of 3D superconductor
where Te docs not depend on V at all [fl], in a quasi-2D system Te does depend
on V, namely, Tt decreases with the growth of V. As it was stated above,



the reason for tbi.i is the dynamical increasing of the composite boson masa
along the third direction.. Thus, the growth of |c}| (or of V, what iu the same)
makes the system more and more two-dimensional one even for the simplest
case of quasi-2D mota! with a JccrJ four-fcrmion interaction.

It is interesting to note that increasing TB can also take place in the cose
when the local pairs are bipolarona [14]; then, the increasing of coupling with
phonona, which makes the pairs more massive, also loads to Tt decreasing,
(rather than increasing) as the dectroa-phcuon coupling grows.

5. The re-suits obtained show that in order to obtain the maximal Tc in a
quasi-2D system with local composite boson (independently of its type) the
attraction should have an optimal value. It \s pobsible that it falls into the
region of crossover when tho system is in an intermediate regime CF ~ |ci|.
However, thJB region of puametcre needs a special study because of both
presence of strongly developed fluctuation and possible distinction of prop-
erties of such a Fcrrni-iiquid from the Fermi-liquid of Landau type. Note, in
coudusion, that the fluctuations might also enhance non-monotonic character
of the Tc behaviour versus n obtained for many-layers HTSC models [15].

We are grateful to Prof. V.P. Gusynin, Dr. I.A. Shovkovy and
Prof. I.I. Ukrainskii for numerous discussion and fruitful remarks.
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